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Hi Members! We’re finally wrapping up on a 
trying couple of years and I’m very proud of 
how we as an Association have progressed 
during this time. While we haven’t been able 
to go on as many adventures as we might like, 
we’ve been hard at work in the background 
producing some very useful tools and features 
for our members. 
 
With this vintage magazine, we wanted to take 
a look back at SPAA’s history. We’d love for 
our members to be involved so please send in 
any stories or photos from the previous couple 
of years and we’ll feature them in upcoming 
issues.  
 
We hope you’ve got grand plans for Seaplane 
adventures over the next year and encourage 
you to make use of the Touring Guide in plan-
ning them out. Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year! Hope to see you in 2022.

DAVID GEERS 
Searey VH-XWW
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  Thanks to all who have con-
tributed over the years to an 
amazing magazine filled with 
fascinating articles and news!



SEAPLANER SEAPLANER 
SPAA’s Original MagazineSPAA’s Original Magazine
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   Original Date: 1977
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   Original Date: 1978
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lake boga (VIC)

 
BBQ beach (n QLD)

 
HEck field (qld)

An excellent evening was had 
by all at the (secret) Bar-
beque Beach XMAS party, 
despite a touch of rain in the 
afternoon. Attendees awoke 
to a stunning morning for a 
breakfast cook-up! Below is 
a photo of Kevin Moore and 
his Searey.

Approximately twenty mem-
bers, partners and friends 
enjoyed a fabulous evening 
at the Lake Boga lakeside 
home of Mark and Raelene 
O’Halloran on Saturday 11th 
Dec. The weather and sur-
roundings were superb, as 
was the food and the view 
over the lake at sunset. A 
huge thanks to Mark and 
Raelene for having us!

The Jacobs Well/Heck Field 
XMAS party was held in 
conjunction with the Gold 
Coast Sports Flying Club. 
We only had one table of 
members at this party but 
we were in a room full of 
like minded pilots and all had 
a great time. Thanks to the 
GCSFC for an excellent night!

   Original Date: 1978

sPAA xmas parties 2021!
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At SPAA we have been work-
ing hard compiling a com-
prehensive list of seaplane 
incidents, I found it fascinating 
reading through all the reports, 
all 130 of them. Something that 
is glaringly obvious is that most 
of the serious accidents were 
attributed to weather condi-
tions. Your committee is looking 
at how best to share this infor-
mation out with our members, 
a lot can be learnt from other 
people’s mishaps. I for one will 
be a lot more cautious after 
reading all of the reports.

As this is our retro version of 
the newsletter I have found 
an interesting incident report 
back on 11/08/1990 Admiralty 
Gulf WA, Lake Renegade 250, 
Destroyed, VH-LAK, Minor 
injuries X3, private operations.

During the takeoff roll, the 
aircraft struck a wave causing 
it to bounce into the air. When 
it settled back on the water 
it yawed to the left and slid 
sideways into another wave. 
The sea state for takeoff was 
moderate with a 35 centi-
metre chop. The engine and 
its support pylon broke off at 
the fuselage and the aircraft 
sank shortly after coming to a 
stop. All occupants evacuated 
successfully. The pilot report-
ed that the yaw was probably 
induced when the left hand 
float entered a wave and he 
was unable to realign. The rear 
left hand passenger was injured 
when the sash seat belt anchor 
point was torn from the aircraft. 
As the engine pod and support 
collapsed to the right, the left 
hand bracing wire and anchor 
block were pulled from the fu-
selage, tensioning the left sash 
belt and pulling the passenger’s 
head into the fuselage structure.

Continued on next page... 
 

 
incident report
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Incident report  
continued... 
 
The main lesson here is to 
take extra care when tak-
ing off and landing in rough 
conditions. Think about it 
like trying to take off from a 
sealed runway with speed 
bumps every few meters! 
A lot of people think flying 
seaplanes is easy as we 
tend to fly in smooth con-
ditions. It’s when things go 
pear-shaped that expe-
rience and quality training 
kick in. We plan on making 
these valuable remind-
ers a regular feature of 
our newsletters and will be 
launching the full database 
soon to our paid members. 

First Aussie 
icon! 
 
Rumours are that Australia 
will finally be seeing its first 
Icon A5 arriving early next 
year. We’re hoping that 
such a classy looking Sea-
plane will usher in a new 
era of interested pilots. We 
know of one SPAA member 
who’s expecting delivery in 
April 2022 and will update 
you on their experiences!

   On the next page:  
    seaplanes at the movies!
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   Original Date: 2006

   Original Date: 2006



 
Pictured below is Michael Smith’s ab-
solutely stunning, Russian built Sea-
Bear which was on display at the 
2021 SPAA Conference. Representing 
the pinnacle of long range seaplane 
technology, Michael has flown this 
beauty across the world and some of 
us were even lucky enough to get a 
ride in it at the conference. A special 
thanks to Michael for bringing the 
Bear along and inspiring our Seareys 
to visit the gymnasium! 

 
the latest 
seaplane!
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SPAA Book Recommendation:  
The Man Who Saved Smithy   by Rick Searle

Available from all good book shops and online for e-reader or in paper-
back from Amazon Australia

Patrick Gordon “Bill” Taylor was a pioneer of Australian avi-
ation. As a fighter pilot during World War I, he was award-
ed the Military Cross and discovered a life-long passion for 
flight and air navigation. Returning to Australia after the war, 
he became a close friend of Charles Kingsford Smith; they 
went on to form an incredible flying partnership, setting re-
cords around the globe.  
 
It was on a flight across the Tasman in Smithy’s famous 
Southern Cross that Taylor earned the Empire’s highest 
award for civilian bravery, the George Cross. With one en-
gine out of action and another fast running out of oil, Taylor 
repeatedly climbed out of the cockpit to transfer oil to the 
stricken engine and keep the Southern Cross flying all this 
while suspended over the sea in a howling slipstream. The 
Man Who Saved Smithy is the enthralling account of his 
remarkable life and achievements.
 
-Summary from book listing on Amazon Australia

   Original Date: 2012



Our route to the Seaplane Pilots’ Conference was a little different in this year 2021. We 
joined the 5 night East Coast Flying Boat Expedition on the historic Grumman Mallard, cul-
minating in Airlie Beach. 
 
 
 
 

 

The scene was set on the first night in Darwin when we met our Paspaley Crew over a 
picturesque sunset dinner on the waterfront at Pee Wee’s. Our first flight over the amazing 
Kakadu was just a taste of things to come with ever changing scenery that made it impos-
sible to look away. We took in excess of 1000 photos in 5 days!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overnight stops included Banu Banu resort on Bremer Island in East Arnhem Land, where 
a refreshing swim made a great day even better and Undara with it’s surprising lava tubes 
and Aussie campfire breakky. We were treated like royalty on our own charter yacht at 
Magnetic Island, then our last day flying over The Great Barrier Reef and an AMAZING 
afternoon at Whitehaven Beach was just the icing on the cake before the farewell dinner 
on the Pier at Airlie Beach. 

The beautiful aircraft, the wonderful crew - Dan, Taiki, Chad and of course Jenna at home 
base.... an experience that is hard to put into a few words. Perhaps suffice to say that my 
first email after the trip finished was to Jenna to reserve 2 seats for us on a Kimberley Ex-
pedition next year. For me ‘Once in a Lifetime’ just isn’t enough. 
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2021 whitsundays conference
by Ben Hunter & Di Becker
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2022 rathmines fly-in & spaa’s 50th!
Come help us celebrate in style!

2022 is going to be a big year for SPAA as we are turning 50 years old as an organi-
sation. It makes me very proud to think that when Phil Dulhunty started this association so 
many years ago, he couldn’t have imagined we’d be going as strongly as we are today with 
such a large roster of dedicated pilots. To that end, we are celebrating Philip’s amazing life 
and achievements alongside the big milestone for SPAA at Rathmines on February 19th 
2022, where we will be unveiling a commemorative bench commissioned by the committee, 
overlooking the Rathmines Waterways and dedicated to Philip. The commemorative bench, 
produced from sustainable materials by Australian company Replas, will provide a vantage 
point for future generations to sit and dream of adventures as we’re sure Philip would have 
done (if you could get him to sit still for five minutes that is!)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
We will be holding the 50th anniversary celebrations at this time so make sure you’re able 
to get to Rathmines on 19th February 2022 to show your support! The event itself will con-
sist of a Lunch at the Rathmines Bowls Club and we want to see as many of our members 
there as possible to celebrate. There will also be an informal dinner on the Saturday night. 

 
 
 
We are currently organising pre-booking for accommodation 
so let us know if you intend to come for the full weekend. The 
booking page will be online at the SPAA website event page in 
the very near future. Scan the QR code to the right to be taken 
straight to the events page to register. Once again, thank you all 
for an amazing 50 years, here’s to 50 more!  

 
- David Geers                                                                         SPAA Events


